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Life is like an empty canvas, you can paint it with dismal greys or you can paint it with joyful colors. Too many people, the journey of life is an elusive concept. It means nothing until the word is given a purpose. Life’s purposes are what’s important to you. Your personal goals, Love of family, Fixing social justice, or just meaning of existence.

To me life is an opportunity to make the world a better place, so my law of life is positivity. You can take your everyday problems and create a better situation, for example if your canvas has many dark, depressing, colors it can drag you down. But you can take these colors and make a beautiful piece of art.

Like Vincent van Gogh, he had depression and a drinking problem, which was dark colors upon his canvas. But he still made beautiful pieces of art by taking the colors and making something that would last generations. Like the well-known painting “The Starry Night” it has blacks and greys’with navy blues, but like life its extraordinary.

You can build your entire life on pillars of happiness even in the worst of situations with positivity for these bright colors. Also in Van Gogh’s painting it has bright yellow and whites.

These dark colors contrast the light colors creating beauty. Even with these darks representing his personal problems he still has bright colors bringing out the best in this piece.

With positivity you can paint beautiful paintings with your life and leave your mark on the world. Everyday I take my paintbrush, and whatever colors life gives me I still can make masterpieces. Taking colors in my life such as Depression, Family drama, and Grade drama. I can take this dark shades and use positivity to embrace the brightness in each color.

Depression being black from the sadness and misery while positive being white knowing that depression is only temporary. Together this makes the color of grey.

Family drama being green can be difficult and challenging, but remembering how stronger we get through each obstacle we face this is red. Together this creates orange.

Grade drama being stressful and sometimes exhausting is blue. But remembering that it is worth it for my future to be bright which is purple. Together this makes magenta.

Life has many colors and with these colors I take the brightness hidden through the dark and embrace it to keep a focus on the bright colors mixed with the dark colors. As people it is our duty to keep bright colors shining and maybe even helping others find their own colors.